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INTERNATIONAL REGIME FOR THE SEA-BED AND OCEAN FLOOR
BEYOND NATIONAL JURISDICTION ( concluded) (CF/cab,12 (C.l), A/CONF. 62/C. 1/L. 3 )

Mr. PINTO (Sri Lanka) Chairman of the Working Group of the First Committee,

reminded members that when he had reported to the Committee on 25 April, he had

outlined the provisions contained in the document entitled "Basic conditions of

exploration and exploitation" (CP/cab. 12) (C.l) . He had also mentioned, on that

occasion, that there had been differences of opinion within the Working Group due to

the existence of different economic and social systems.

According to one group of States, while the Authority should have broad discretion

as to how to exploit one portion of the Area, a specified part of the Area should be

subject to a separate regime in which States members of the Authority, which would be

treated on a basis of absolute equality, might have a certain autonomy subject to

overall supervision by the Authority. During the discussion, some delegations had

proposed that that principle should be taken more strictly into account, while others

had questioned the necessity of incorporating it in the document.

According to another group of^States, there should be a device whereby any

applicant for a contract for exploitation activities xrould be required to propose to

the Authority a choice of two areas of equivalent commercial interest for the conduct

of operations under a contract. On concluding a contract with the applicant with

respect to one of those areas, the Authority would have the right to retain all data

concerning the second area, with a view to subsequently exploiting it as it saw fit.

That two-area system had been viewed as a part of an overall agreement which would

ensure continued exploitation, as well as the conclusion of contracts with qualified

applicants on a non-discriminatory basis.

In the light of the discussion which had been held in the Working Group and of the

results obtained during informal consultations, he thought it would be advisable. to

revise document CP/cab.l2 (C.l) 30 that it would reflect the views expressed by all

delegations. The revised version would not contain any reference to the differences

of opinion he had mentioned. -On the other hand, States which had sought to defend

certain. positions and certain interests by submitting the proposals in question would

be able to request the inclusion in the text of other elements intended to serve the

same or similar purposes. It would be necessary to determine whether the elements
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presently contained in the text were adequate, or whether they should be supplemented

or amended, and whether they could be the subject of a general agreement. Furthermore,

among the new elements to be included in the revised version, there was a certain

number of provisions concerning direct exploitation by the Authority - a question which

the Working Group had not yet considered in detail.

He wished to emphasize that the revised version of document CF/cab.l2(C.l)
,
which

would be considered at forthcoming meetings, could in no sense be regarded as a

negotiated or compromise text; no one would be bound by it. The sole purpose of the

document was to indicate the important elements which had been brought out during the

discussions so far, and to serve as a basis for future negotiations.

The Working Group's mandate was to consider articles 1 to 21, on the principles

of the international regime, and in particular article 9, as well as the basic

conditions of exploration and exploitation. At Caracas, the Working Group had

concentrated its efforts on the consideration of articles 1 to 21, as reflected in

document A/COHF.62/C.1/L.3. It now had to complete its work on the basic conditions,

before resuming consideration of articles 1 to 21. With regard to the unified text

prepared at the request of the President of the Conference - which would be circulated

in the near future - he thought that the First Committee might perhaps like to consider

adopting the corresponding articles in that text as a basis for discussing the

substantive questions previously covered by articles 1 to 21 in

document A/CONF.62/C.1/L.3.

In conclusion, he thanked all the members of the Secretariat, and particularly

the secretary of the Working Group, Mr. Roy Lee, who had given him such devoted and

competent assistance in carrying out his task.

STATEMENT ON THE WORK OF THE FIRST COMMITTEE (A/CONF.62/C.1/L.I5)

Mr. BAILEY (Rapporteur) introduced the statement on the work of the

First Committee (A/CONF.62/C.1/L.I5) and asked the Committee to take note of it as a

reference document.

He indicated that the following phrase should be added at the end of the first

sentence in paragraph 14 s "that was designed to facilitate the process of future

negotiation". In the same sentence, but in the English text only, the hyphen between

the words "single" and "negotiating" should be deleted.

A/CONF.62/C.1/SR.23
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Lastly, the second sentence in paragraph 15 should be deleted and replaced

by the following sentence: "It is. anticipated that the negotiating text presented

by the Chairman will represent an essential element in negotiations in the Committee

at the next session",

. Miss MARTIN-SANE (France),. proposed that the words "It is anticipated",

in the amended sentence, should be replaced by the words "It is to be hoped". Not

having, seen the proposed text, her delegation considered that the reception which

would be given to that. document could not be prejudged in the report.

Mr , TH0MPS0N-FLQRE3 (Brazil), referring to the second sentence in

paragraph 10, which dealt with a request made by the representative of Singapore,

explained that it was not a question of obtaining certain technical information on

nodule raining, but of asking the Secretariat to make a study of the method of

exploiting nodules.

Mr. KOH (Singapore)
, replying to a question asked by the Chairman, said

that he had requested, first, technical information on nodule raining and, secondly,

that the Secretariat should prepare a study on the method of exploiting nodules.

Mr. BAILEY (Rapporteur), said that to meet the wish of the representative

of Singapore, the- words "and studies" would be added after the words "technical

information" in paragraph 10. In addition, he saw no objection to the use of the

expression "It is to be hoped", requested by the representative of France, in the

amended second sentence of paragraph 15 , which he had read out.

Mr. ALPHANE (Algeria), referring to paragraph 14, asked whether the

expression "single negotiating text" had been accepted in plenary meeting; if not,

it might perhaps be necessary to delete the word "negotiating".

The CHAIRMAN referred the representative of Algeria to the summary record

of the 54th plenary meeting of the Conference, in which a "single negotiating text"

was certainly mentioned.

He suggested that the Committee should take note of document A/CONF.62/C.1/L.15,

drafted by the Rapporteur.

It was so decided .

Mr. ZULETA (Special Representative of the Secretary-General) said that

the Secretariat had carefully examined the different aspects of the request by the

representative of Singapore for information and studies on various economic and

technical aspects of sea-bed mineral development. In view of the complicated and

delicate nature of the question, the Secretariat must observe the strictest neutrality.

A/C0NF.62/C.1/SR.23
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It would do everything necessary to assemble the relevant data, arrange them

rationally, analyse them and draw conclusions. Moreover, the Secretariat was

already preparing reference files on all the questions before the Conference; it

would therefore use the same method to assemble and analyse the documentation

requested in the present instance, so that it would be available to all delegations.

The studies and information requested by the representative of Singapore would

all be available in their entirety for the next session of the Conference. In the

meantime, delegations could consult the reference files which were being prepared

at United Nations Headquarters in Hew York.

Mr, TUERK (Austria) said he was aware that it might be difficult to reply

to all the questions raised by the request of the representative of Singapore;

nevertheless, the study to be made would provide a useful basis for the Committee’s

future work.

He wished to draw the Committee's attention to a note introduced by the

delegation of Chechoslovakia (A/COff .62/0. l/l.l?) on behalf of the Group of land-locked

and Geographically Disadvantaged States, concerning the system of distribution o

the revenue collected by the International Authority from the exploitation of the

International Sea-bed Area. He would not, at that stage, go into the details o e

note, which would have to be discussed further in due course. In order to facill a e

that discussion, it would be useful if the Secretariat were to submit a statement

of the possible practical effects of the note. In particular, a short calculation

should be made indicating the percentage of revenue to which each country wou e

entitled and the revenue in absolute figures which each country would receive assuming,

for example, that the International Authority would have $1,000 million net

distribute. , ...

M- (Special Representative, of the Secretary-General) said that

. the Secretariat would willingly calculate the practical implications of the

Czechoslovak proposal (a/cOTF. 62/o.l/L. 15) . If he had understood aright, vha. was

required was a simple arithmetical calculation based on hypothetical figures and not

entailing any Judgment on the part of the Secretariat. The calculations would

appear in their proper place in the reference files already mentioned, which would

available to delegations in New York.

A/CONF.62/C.1/SR.23
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CONCLUSION OP THE COMMITTEE'S ¥0EK

^f-CHAIIMAN said he was pleased with the serious and co-operative spirit
shown by the Committee and its Working Group, and felt satisfaction regarding the
informal' and private consultations which had taken place at regional and sub-regional
level. Despite the lack of plenary meetings proper, the Committee had not been
inactive, as was proved by the intensity and number of the discussions which had taken
Place m small groups. It was still too soon to evaluate fully the progress made at
the session. What could be said was that at the next session it would be necessary
to consider new procedures for improving the negotiating process. That session should
really be the last before the signing session at Caracas.

At the present session delegations had been able to carry on a thorough study
of the structure, powers and functions of the international machinery, which had
been started at previous Conferences. The Committee could therefore be considered
to have completed all the work assigned to it; it now remained to negotiate on the
basis of what had been accomplished.

The President of the Conference, in plenary meeting, had asked him, as Chaiman
of the Committee, to draft a single text which would serve as a basis for negotiations.
That was a heavy responsibility which he hoped to be able to discharge thanks to
the experience he had acquired when attending conferences and meetings on the
exploitation of the sea-bed and with the help of the comments delegations had made
to him. He wished to assure delegations that he had noted all the proposals,
suggestions and opinions which had been put forward; he would take them into account
impartially and faithfully hoped that participants could trust him to do so.

had been brought to his attention that texts had been circulated with
allegations that they emanated from him or from authorized sources. He wished to
emphasize that he disowned any document that had not been submitted to him direct
during the previous ^7eek, since he had announced, at the Committee's last meeting that
he would devote that week to receiving delegations and representatives wishing to
make comments or suggestions. The text he was about to draft would accordingly reflect
only views expressed in the Coimnittee or its Working Group, and during the
consultations held the previous week. He alone would be responsible for that text.
He had no illusions about its universality.

. He could not hope to solve, in a few
days, problems which had been so ardently debated for so many years. He only hoped

A/COEP. 62/C . l/SR. 23
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that the single text would indicate the possible areas of understanding on which a

consensus could he reached. It would not he a negotiated or semi-negotiated text, hut

a document which committed, no one, not even its author. All he asked of delegations

was that they should study and reflect on it between the sessions, so that it could

be usefully discussed at the next session.

He warmly thanked the members of the Committee for their spirit of co-operation,

and all those who had helped him in his task, particularly the members of the

General Committee and the Working Group and all members of the Secretariat,

He hoped that when the Committee met again it would be in a geographical

and moral climate conducive to fruitful negotiations.

Ho then announced that the First Committee had concluded its work for the

third session.

The meeting rose at 4«40 P«m.
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